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Flathead County Emergency Medical Services Administrative Board Meeting  
Tuesday, March 8, 2022, 1:00 pm 
Flathead County Emergency Operations Center  
Members Present: Mary Granger, James Brower, Amy Vanterpool and Ryan Pitts on GoTo Meetings 
Others Present: Alan Browne, Jennifer Rau, Dr. Richard Briles, Amy Beick, Michelle McCully, Wayne 
DuBois, Justin Bartels, Elizabeth Brooks, Kristina Kvapil, Jordan Dlask 
GOTO Meeting: Ben DeVall, Marion Fire, Jeremy Patton 

 
1. 0:08 Call to Order GRANGER called the meeting to order at 1:00 pm with a quorum present. 
2. 0:12 Roll Call Mary Granger, James Brower, Ryan Pitts, Amy Vanterpool present. A quorum is 

present. Jacob Pitcher not present.  
3. 0:40 Approval of Agenda BROWER made a motion to approve the Agenda. PITTS second. 

Approved. 
4. 1:03 Approval of Previous Minutes:  January 11, 2022 PITTS moved to approve the minutes from 

January 11, 2022. BROWER second. Discussion. Approved. 
5. 1:33 Public Comment for Items Not Listed on Agenda The public was introduced. Wayne DuBois 

Flathead County Undersheriff, Elizabeth Brooks FECC Director, Jennifer Rau OES Office 
Coordinator, Christina Kvapil 911 Training and Quality Assurance Coordinator, Jordan Dlask FECC 
IT Manager, Justin Bartels ALERT, Amy Beick Smith Valley Fire Chief 

6. 2:40 Dispatcher Report– Kristina Kvapil presented an update 

 Training is going well, there are 7 vacancies, total staffing is for 26.5 positions. Abbie Miller is 
the EMS representative on the 911 Operations Board for more reporting. EMD training is 
being done in house. Training is hands on with a certified trainer. They are still required by the 
State to attend the course in Helena. They are required to take the course within their first 
year. 

 Quality Control and Assurance was discussed. As staffing improves then KVAPIL can take more 
calls for QA. If people have questions they should send them to KVAPIL. 

 The last EMD book update was 2016. (Jeremy Patton with Bigfork fire joined on GoTo 
meeting.) BLS yellow stacking is not a change to EMD, it just effects how responders act.  

 Dispatchers do ask covid screening questions on calls. It is part of an all caller interview. 

 New MCI plans have been tested in the planning stage. There are some computer system 
issues with move ups. BROOKS suggested that there be some sort of training for the MCI plans 
available off the floor that would include dispatch.  

7. 21:46 Financial Report– Jennifer Rau reviewed the financial report summary. The Budget 
Amendment did go through. The projected ending cash balance for FUND 2272 will be $70,245. 
Which will be below 25%. The projected ending cash balance for FUND 2273 is 14.93%. In the 
operational budget the line item 231 for fuel is now $2400. Line item 380 for training is now 
$68,000. Line item 350 is up to $42,000 to cover the raise for the Medical Director. 

 
8. 26:00 EMS Advisory Committee Report– Amy Beick presented the report. The Advisory 

committee met 3/7/2022. They elected Cole Hadley as new Co Chair with a term that will expire 
12/31/2024. The EMS Program Manager update was given by BROWNE. Some questions were 
raised about Logan Health’s transport plan. The next Advisory Committee meeting is the first 
Monday in May. BEICK will send an invitation for PITTS to give them a presentation.  
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9. 27:10 EMS Program Manager Report– Alan Browne presented the report. 

 All but 4 who need it have signed up for upcoming PHTLS classes. All remaining PARA have the 
certification. CARES data is coming in well. There have been a few successful saves already. 
Bigfork Fire Department will host an EMR class in a few weeks. They can take outside people. 

 BROWNE has been going with DR. BRILES on run reviews. They have also met with Condon fire 
about Bigfork and transports. They met with Fisher River and are looking at a joint training 
exercise on the county boundary line. 

 BROWNE is working with Juanita Nelson to build IAPs for upcoming events like SPARTAN.  

 March 1st deadlines for AHA: BROWNE sent out one letter about BLS, ACLS is done, for PALS 
they are just getting cards sent in.  

 BROWNE plans to host one PHTLS First Responder class in the fall.  
 
10. 12:55 EMS Medical Director Report– DR. BRILES presented the report. 

 Goals for QA in getting out to transport units every 3 months are being met. Dr. BRILES has 
gone to all QRUs and transport units at least once. Contact BROWNE to schedule. 

 Operational topics focused on resources and capacity. DR. BRILES has been able to talk to all 
chiefs about it. He is more confident about our resources and capacity than in the fall. The 
hospital has plans to add to the County resources and capacity. He welcomes any addition to 
our resources, but doesn’t want them to detract from what agencies get.  

 GRANGER requested PITTS make a formal presentation to the Advisory Committee and Board. 
Plans are still being built out, PITTS expects to have that prepared for the next meeting 
agenda.  

 Relaxing Covid standards would look like bringing back aerosolized procedures, intubation and 
things that have been prohibited. Providers are still encouraged to be vigilant with PPE. He is 
thinking about April 1st or 15th to relax standard protocols.  

 July 31st DR. BRILES’ contract will be coming up; it is a one-year contract. He did not think any 
changes need to be made. 

 
11. 31:38 FECC Radio Report – Jordan Dlask  

 DLASK was invited to come update the board. 

 BROOKS shared that EMS could have representation on the communication users group. The 
383 Simulcast is a very old system. It’s no longer supported and the parts are not 
manufactured. Now that funding is coming in they can begin to make improvements on the 
radio technology. Some departments are using 7RFD1 if they are having trouble with 383. 
7RFD1 is patched into 383. 

 DLASK addressed a question regarding Bigfork using 7RFD1 and people in the field not hearing 
them. This is a limitation of the patch. It doesn’t use the simulcast function of the system, only 
a single site in the network which is 383 central. People farther away may not hear it. The 
patch is really only a temporary solution. It is a best case scenario for what we have right now. 
They may be able to adjust some things. They are looking for solutions. (Dr. BRILES left 1:38 
pm) 

 DLASK addressed the question of whether there are too many users on 7RFD1 and if anyone is 
getting bumped off. They are doing a testing phase slowly so that there isn’t an issue of over 
saturating the trunking network and being sure the system can support new users. They are 
continuing to implement 800 MGHZ within the system. They encourage all agencies that use 
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the system to acquire radios that can use the 800 MGHZ site. This will open up additional 
capacity for the radio system. It works better inside structures and shows gains in coverage 
over VHF. There is only one 800 MGHZ site on Big Mountain. They would like to have all 
agencies be able to take advantage of those gains and have better coverage. This is on the 
trunking side. They are evaluating the 383 system to find a solution and rebuild it better. They 
are still looking at options. The Columbia Falls Police Chief is testing the 800 MGHZ and is 
pleased with gains in coverage. The State is looking at putting money into the statewide radio 
system as well. 

 PATTON shared that currently the only way Bigfork Fire can hear dispatch is to use the patch, 
otherwise they only hear a one-way conversation.  

 Whitefish Fire Department is also looking at using trunking for their dispatch communications. 

 All Hazard Meadow Peak is down with no physical access currently, no ETA for repair. 
Coverage from 383 Marion and RFD1 is useable there too. Cyclone, a back up to Numa Peak, is 
also unavailable. They took it down in the fall as it was interfering with the Numa Peak 
repeater. They are looking at rebuilding it so it won’t interfere. Essex all hazard repeater has 
only a one-way link with dispatch. Dispatch can hear responders but responders can’t hear 
dispatch. It is the third down in line in this area, Middle Fork 1 and 2 are ahead of it. Aeneas is 
fully functional; they have had troubles with power. This is an upcoming CIP project.  

 
12. 49:30 MDT/Crew Force Update  Alan Browne presented. EMS paid the $12,375 bill in 2021 which 

included shield force and crew force. BROWNE wants to get more agencies using this. He wanted 
to see if the board will support new licenses and if so how many per agency. There is a new user 
fee and then a maintenance fee. BROWNE inquired if the board sees value in subsidizing the 
initial user fee for agencies that would like to try it. Some agencies have asked for more licenses 
including one for a chief. Discussion followed. Crew Force provides a cost effective way to get 
access to the CAD. Information can be seen in real time as well as the geographical status of 
resources. The proposal would be for every department to have 1 license for a total of 22 
licenses. BROWNE would also like one for chiefs and one for ambulances. Ways of allocating 
licenses to departments was discussed including considering 2 for transport agencies and 1 for 
QRUs. Concern was raised that EMS agencies be recipients and not Law Enforcement or Fire 
solely. This is a license fee. The board requested that the proposal be put into writing and include 
a plan with details about the allocation of licenses. This would include how the licenses will be 
allocated as well as which agencies would receive which type of licenses (ambulance or Chief). 
The board also requested a detailing of cost. This was tabled to vote on for the next meeting 
when there would be information in writing. If the Tango Tango bill is cut, then it will help cover 
user set up fees. If this needed to be done sooner than the next meeting, the Board agreed to 
have a special meeting to vote on this issue once the proposal was in writing with details. GoTo 
meetings was suggested. 
 

13. 1:09:40 Tango Tango Update Tango Tango was brought to the board to see if they would 
continue to support it. There are only approximately 10 users on it. Jordan Owen had suggested 
to BROWNE since they are a primary user of the system, they cover their own licenses and EMS 
cover the black box fee for $2000. The board was asked if they would either continue Tango 
Tango and pay $6000 or stop using it. Discussion followed including concern about paying for 
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something with little usage. Browne had contacted chiefs to see what their usage was. Dispatch 
and Communications were against supporting the platform. 
Motion: GRANGER asked for a motion to not pay the bill and get rid of Tango Tango. PITTS moved 
to abandon Tango Tango as a system and encourage people to use a system that is more broadly 
supported in the County. BROWER second. Discussion. Putting money allocated for Tango Tango 
towards Crew Force was suggested. Passed 
The end date for Tango Tango will be sent to BROOKS so they can pull it from the system. 

 
14. 1:16:04 Budget Review 

 Salary and building costs have not been added in. Most of the operational costs are in the 
budget. The Fiscal Year 2023 budget was reviewed. A full mil was discussed. The budget was 
crafted with the intent of having a full mil. FY 2022 had budgeted for an IPAD for EMS 
Manager but money went to desktop instead. New manikins will come out of line item .228. 
Fuel request is mirroring the FSA Manager. Target Solutions is used by stations for refreshers 
and new EMT classes. CISM training was discussed. EMS pays for the training and for the CISM 
leaders when they do a debriefing.  

 GRANGER requested to have Rocco do a refresher for paramedics next fall. He takes 18 
students for about $2,000. Lakeside QRU would be happy to sponsor it in their building. Rocco 
could stay there. FY 2022 budget for refreshers was $190 for EMT $260 for PARA. Discussion 
followed including the need for refreshers next year in regards to the State’s license 
requirement changes, and the possibility of getting an EPC instructor.  

 
Motion: BROWER made a motion to accept the budget as presented by BROWNE to go to the 
County for approval. PITTS second. Discussion. Approved. 

 
15. 1:45:50 Future Agenda Items 

 PITTS was asked to present the hospital plan and how it will impact the EMS system. 

 Meet on GoTo meeting to vote for the Crew Force once the plan is laid out. 

 Dr. Briles contract for May meeting. It starts August 1st. A raise for FY 2023 was discussed. It 
was suggested in the future to hire a professional service to review the compensation package 
to be sure it is not too far behind the market for medical direction. 

 Board representation from each hospital as both are now Logan. Changing the board makeup 
will have to come from the board, the County won’t do it on its own. 

 Bylaws in reference to a board member not participating. The Board needs to determine if 
they change them to reflect that, such as adding an attendance requirement. The makeup of 
the board is in the resolution. They need to know the process to change. 

 
16. 1:51:30 Board Member Comments 

BROWER thanked BROWNE for getting PHTLS handled. 
BROOKS recently had an adjustment to the Operations Board. They had to change the resolution 
and it was very easy. 

17. 1:52:13 Future Meeting Date: May 10,2022 
18. 1:52:38 Adjournment 2:52 pm 


